
The Challenge

• Lack of centralized CRM for gathering online and offline customer data via
web signups, guest WiFi, mobile apps, promotional events, and kiosks.

• Fragmented systems to collect and manage all customer interactions and
organize insights effectively.

• Unorganized customer touch points made it difficult to run campaigns,
personalize communication, and engage customers across the entire journey.

• Complex customer journeys lead to the creation of duplicate customer
identities with different marketing attributes in the CRM.

The Aislelabs Solution

Aislelabs provisioned Customer Hub to create a single unified view for each 

customer by capturing data across multiple offline and online interactions. 

Whenever a new or existing customer interacts at 360 Mall, Customer Hub 

captures their name, email, and birthday through an offline event, survey, or 

through guest WiFi and consolidates customer attributes in the CRM. 

When the same customer engages with 360 Mall’s website or mobile app, 

Customer Hub identifies the customer and progressively enhances their profile 

by adding attributes recording the interactions. Similarly, Aislelabs enables 360 

Mall to seamlessly integrate and map the customer data captured from any 

channel into a cohesive and comprehensive individual profile. 

Aislelabs CRM is equipped to connect known and unknown customer data in the 

Aislelabs ecosystem to power one-to-one personalized marketing. Understanding 

what makes each customer unique, the Aislelabs platform allows 360 Mall to 

predict the behaviour of like-minded customers, micro-segment the data, and 

craft precise messaging for executing marketing campaigns. Finally, Aislelabs’ 

advanced analytics empowers 360 Mall to recognize most loyal customers 

across channels and attribute ROI data back to individual marketing campaigns 

and teams.

The Results

360 Mall was able to achieve cross-platform intelligence with complete and 
centralized customer data in less than 10 months. 

• Unified CRM database across online and offline customer touchpoints.

• Amplified over 35,000 unique customer profiles.

• 2X higher than average engagement for campaigns powered by

Aislelabs Connect.

Your tenants and customers 

are always looking to make 

decisions faster. With the power 

of Aislelabs to connect customer 

data at scale, we were able 

to transform digitally into a 

customer-centric leader in the 

region.

Industry: Shopping Center

Area: 1.3M sq.ft 

Retail Stores:        260

Product Suite:      

360 Mall is a unique retail, leisure, 

sports, and luxury entertainment 

destination that aims to provide 

the best customer experience 

in Kuwait. It is the region’s first 

mixed-use destination owned 

and managed by the billion dollar 

Tamdeen Group.
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